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Overview of Contracts B 

Termination of contracts: 

Remedies for breaches: 

Damages 

Penalties 

Liquidated Damages 

Specific Performance 

Injunctions 

Frustration: 

Consequences of Termination: 

Right to elect 

Consequences of affirmation  

Consequences of termination 

Restrictions on the right to terminate: 

Election 

Readiness and Willingness 

Estoppel 

Relief against forfeiture  

Waiver 

Termination for breach of contract: 

Condition 

Intermediate term 

Warranty 

 

Termination for Repudiation: 

Anticipatory breach 

Combination of breaches 

Instalment contracts 

Erroneous interpretation 

Delay and repudiation  

Valid notice 

Test for frustration 

Illustrations of frustration: 

Destruction of the subject matter 

Disappearance of the basis of the contract 

State of affairs essential to performance 

Illegality 

Delay 
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Vitiating factors: Common law Vitiating factors: 

Undue influence 

Unconscionable dealing  

Duress 

Statutory Vitiating factors: 

Statutory unconscionability  

Misleading and deceptive conduct 

 

Limitations on the doctrine of frustration: 

Parties must not have allocated the risk of the 

frustrating event 

Event must not have been foreseeable by the parties 

when they entered into the contract 

Event must not be the fault of the person seeking to 

rely on it  

Frustration, continued: 

Consequences of frustration: 

Common law 

Statute   

Common law Vitiating factors remedies: 

Rescission  

Statutory Vitiating factors remedies: 

Australian Consumer Law 
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A contract can be terminated by: Mutual agreement: parties can agree to terminate by separate 

and subsequent contract between the parties.  

1. There must be consideration.  

If the contract is executory each party must give consideration 

in agreeing to release the other from their obligations.  

Where the contract is partly executed, necessary to have 

‘accord and satisfaction’. Accord is an agreement by which the 

obligation is discharged. Satisfaction is consideration which 

makes the agreement operative.  

McDermott v Black: If one party has performed their 

obligations. The other party that hasn't performed their 

obligations cannot give good consideration. He cannot provide 

a release because there is nothing to release them from - they 

have done their obligations. But, he can satisfy the 

requirement of satisfaction by promising to do something 

extra. Once that thing is done, there is accord and satisfaction. 

 

 

Identify the breach, the contractual 

obligation and the nature of non-

performance needs to be identified. Not 

every breach allows termination: 

1. Condition – right to terminate: 
Arcos v Ronaasen: If the breached term is a condition, the 
aggrieved party will be entitled to terminate the contract for 
any breach of that term, even if it was of little gravity or 
consequence. 
How to determine if it is a condition:  
a) Statutory classification: 
Goods Act: Implied conditions 
S17 GA: The seller has the right to sell the goods   
S18 GA: Goods correspond to the description. Arcos v 
Ronaasen: did not correspond to the description    
S19 GA: The goods are of reasonable fit for purpose    
S20 GA: The bulk of the goods correspond with the sample    
b) Express classification in the contract: 
Terminology by parties is not conclusive.  
S16(2) GA: Only if it says it is a warranty. It depends on each 

case on the construction of the contract. Even if it says it’s a 

warranty is can still be a condition.  

L Schuler AG v Wickman: Language is not conclusive, look at 

the intention of the parties.    

c) Intention of the parties: 

Essentiality test in Tramways v Luna Park: If the term is so 

important that the party would not have entered into the 

contract if they were not assured of a strict or substantial 

performance of the promisor. 

A condition must be regarded as essential and goes to the root 

of the contract. 
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REPUDIATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

2. Intermediate term – may have a right to terminate:  
Intermediate terms can be breached in a variety of ways. 
Was the breach one that is sufficiently serious to give rise to a 
right to terminate? 
The aggrieved party may be entitled to terminate, depending 
on the gravity and consequences of the breach. 
They can terminate when the breach is serious or goes to the 
root of the contract and deprives them of substantially the 
whole benefit of the contract. 
Test in Hong Kong Fir Shipping Co L v Kawasaki: Does the 
occurrence of the event deprive the party who has further 
undertakings still to perform of substantially the whole benefit 
which it was the intention of the parties as expressed in the 
contract that he should obtain as the consideration for 
performing the undertakings? 
 

 
3. Warranty – no right to terminate:  
Breach of a warranty only entitles the aggrieved party to 
damages. 
Careful of classifying it as a warranty, if a term can be 
breached in more than one way, with varying degrees of 
seriousness, the preferable approach is to classify the term as 
an intermediate term.  
 

 

Repudiation, where one party evinces 

unwillingness or inability to perform the 

contract, the innocent party has the right 

to terminate the contract: 

Carr v J A Berriman P/L: Unwillingness and inability can be 
demonstrated by express words or conduct.  
Repudiation by one party is a serious breach that entitles the 
other party to terminate the contract. 
 

 
Laurinda v Capalaba: The term must be essential.  
It must relate to: 
1. The contract as a whole; or 
2. A condition of the contract; or 
3. Be fundamental to the contract.  
Test in Koompahtoo Local Aboriginal Land Council v Sanpine: 

Would a reasonable person believe that D did not intend or 

was unable to perform obligations that related to the whole 

contract, were conditions, or were otherwise fundamental to 

the contract? 

Tramways v Luna Park: There is an implied promise in every 

contract not to render future performance futile. 

Anticipatory breach can constitute repudiation. 
Right to damages: 
1. There will be no right to damages unless the innocent party 
elects to accept the repudiation and terminate the contract. 
2. If the innocent party elects to affirm the contract, there is 
no right to damages unless and until the threatened breach 
actually occurs 
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Consequences of repudiation: Election: 

Accept the repudiation, terminate the contract and sue for 

damages; or 

Affirm the contract, lose the right to terminate and get 

damages, unless and until another breach occurs. 

Types of repudiation: Repudiation by words or conduct: 

1. Express words. 

2. Conduct, where there is no express statements a party’s 

conduct may indicate that he is repudiating the contract.  

Carr v J A Berriman P/L: Objective test. 

Repudiation, combination of events: 

Progressive Mailing House v Tabali: Series of breaches that 

are individually inconsequential to amount to repudiation can 

combine to do so.  

Instalment contracts, where obligations are divided into a 

number of obligations: 

S38(2) GA: Where a contract for sale of goods to be delivered 

by stated instalments which are separately paid for; 

And the seller makes defective deliveries in respect of one or 

more instalments; or 

The buyer neglects or refuses to take the delivery of or pay for 

one or more of the instalments. 

Case by case basis dependent on the terms if it is considered 

repudiation.  

Maple Flock v Universal Furniture Products, three principles 

to consider: 

1. Terms of the contract and circumstances of the contract. 

2. Ratio of the breach to the whole contract. 

3. Likelihood of repetition.  

Shevill v Builders Licensing Board: constant late payments do 

not amount to repudiation, they still paid rent. 

 

Erroneous interpretation, at least one party is acting under an 

bona fide erroneous interpretation: 

Willy Nilly test in DTR v Mona Homes: Is the party persisting in 

its interpretation willy nilly in the face of a clear enunciation of 

the correct interpretation? 

DTR v Mona Homes: If you inform the other party of the 

‘correct’ interpretation and they still continue they can be 

considered repudiating as they are ‘unwilling’. 

Woodwar Investment v Wimpey: Erroneous party must be 

notified.   

Eminence Property v Heany: A genuine mistake is unlikely to 

amount to repudiation. 


